A systematic review on the use of muscle flaps for deep groin infection following vascular surgery.
The aim of this systematic review is to assess potential differences in effectiveness (graft loss and limb loss) between the sartorius muscle flap (SMF) and the rectus femoris muscle flap (RFF) coverage technique for deep groin wound infection following vascular surgery. Our hypothesis was that RFF reconstruction is more effective in groin coverage. The PubMed, Embase, and Medline databases were systematically searched by two independent researchers for articles reporting effectiveness of both muscle flaps in the treatment of groin infections following vascular surgery. After quality assessment using the Newcastle-Ottawa Scale and Methodological Index for NOn-Randomized studies (MINOR) scores and data extraction, individual results of the included studies were reviewed. Weighted pooled outcome estimates were calculated. A total of 17 studies comprising 544 SMF reconstructions and 238 RFF reconstructions were included. The pooled flap survival rate was 100% in both groups, with a pooled amputation rate of 0% and 2%, respectively. In the RFF group, a pooled 30-day mortality rate of 0% was found, compared with 1% in the SMF group. Pooled graft loss rates were 2% in the RFF group and 21% in the SMF group. Only one head-to-head comparison between both muscle flaps was performed, finding no significant differences. Deep groin infection after vascular surgery can be treated with debridement and local muscle flap coverage. In this systematic review, superiority of either muscle flap on amputation or mortality rates was not demonstrated; however, there was a lower rate of vascular graft loss after RFF reconstruction. These conclusions are based on low-quality evidence because of limited data. Local muscle flap reconstruction using both techniques is effective in the treatment of infected groin wounds, achieving good results in a fragile group of patients. Therefore, anatomical and patient characteristics, which were not assessed in this analysis, are critical in the decision-making process on which muscle flap reconstruction is the best treatment option for an individual patient.